The Tree of Life

Tree of Warmth

Span the seasons! An embossed Tree of Life, speaking to the
cycles of the seasons, adds dimension to the comfort of a cozy
sweatshirt on a cold morning. Heathered forest and moss
green. Cotton/polyester. Machine wash/dry. Embossed and
stonewashed in USA. Sizes S-XL; 2X, 3X.
A30009 Tree of Life Sweatshirt
S-XL $65;
2X, 3X $70

NEW! Down

Country Lanes

Stroll misty country lanes and
village streets in your cozy
sweater, then head inside
to a crackling fire
shared with good
friends—the Irish
way to stay warm.
This sweater will
keep you snug,
with a standup collar and
hood, plus
hand-warmer
pockets.
34" long for
extra warmth,
vented hem. 100%
merino wool; hand
wash. XS-XL. Made in
Ireland. In Pine Green or
Dove Grey.
A20184 Stand-Up Collar
Zip Hoodie $195

actual size

actual size

earth & air

actual size

NEW! Forever Connected

Dove Grey

reverse of
pendants

20

The tree of life reaches through time, connecting past and
present. Here the tree is depicted as a never-ending circle of
roots intertwined for strength, with branches reaching ever
outward toward the sun. Golden highlights shine on the tips
of the branches. Sterling silver and 18k gold. Pendant on 18"
chain. Designed by Keith Jack.
J10716 Roots & Branches Earrings $198
J21037 Roots & Branches Pendant $385

actual size

green glimmer

Like a fairy treasure, gossamer arcs of fine silver
filigree meet to hold a gemstone of the ancient
forest—green amber. Sterling silver. Sizes 6-9.
J70048 Green Amber Filigree Ring $28

Leather Journals & Checkbook Covers

NEW! Reaching for the Sun

Spirits of nature inspire these embossed leather accessories. Choose from the majestic
Druid’s Oak, wrapping around the entire cover; Wolf Song, celebrating the allure of the wild;
elaborate knotwork Celtic Hounds, recalling intricate manuscript illumination; or the Tree of
Life, framed with knotwork birds. Exceptional-quality journals in two sizes are
refillable with standard blank-book inserts. Large journals are 6" x 9", small
are 4¾" x 7". Made in USA.

EXCLUSIVE! The leafy tip of a branch reaches
for the sun, leaves unfolding when they meet
the light. A reminder that each new twig adds
to the majesty of the tree. Silver-plated leaves
on extra-long 36" chain. Handmade in Spain.
J20941 New Leaves Necklace $32

actual size

Spring

Branches reaching through the air, roots deep in the earth, the
Tree of Life connects the elements. Graceful cutout branches
define this tree pendant, a sparkling green peridot rooting the
tree. Sterling silver pendant on 18" chain; matching earrings.
J10606 Reaching Branches Earrings $48
J20885 Reaching Branches Pendant $60

Summer

Autumn

Winter

grow deep, stand tall

EXCLUSIVE! Through the seasons, the tree
provides beauty and inspiration. Pendants
depict the tree in each season, each saying
on the reverse “Grow Deep, Stand Tall.”
Specify Spring (Pink), Summer (Green),
Autumn (Orange) or Winter (Lavender). On
18" chain. Handmade in USA.
J20808 Inspirational Tree Pendant $27

Druid's Oak
C14060 Large Journal $95
C14840 Small Journal $75
C14930 Checkbook Cover $50

actual size

Wolf Song
C14044 Large Journal $95
C14802 Small Journal $75
C14067 Checkbook Cover $50
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Celtic Hounds
C14002 Large Journal $95
C14801 Small Journal $75
C14068 Checkbook Cover $50

Tree of Life
C14030 Large Journal $95
C14830 Small Journal $75
C14050 Checkbook Cover $50
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